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AJN STEELSTOCK 

PRESS RELEASE

NEW SITE – CLEAN SWEEP

AJN Steelstock purchase another Dulevo sweeper for their Henstridge site.

“We sweep our plant on a daily
basis before our production shift
commences. We needed a machine
that has both a fast sweep and
minimises any dust created picking
up steel particles.”

“We are very pleased with our new
sweeper. It has been well received
by our operators as it is very
effective in reducing dust created by
the sweeping process which
provides them with a cleaner and
safer working environment.”

Matt Tonks
Maintenance Manager

AJN Steelstock is one of the UK’s largest independent steel
stockholders and material processors and they hold in excess 
of 15000 tonnes of steel at their Kentford and Henstridge sites.

Keeping a steel processing plant environment clean is a
challenging task and is very demanding for any cleaning
equipment operated.

AJN already operated a Dulevo sweeper at their Kentford site and
asked regional Dulevo distributor, Locators Ltd to survey their site
at Henstridge and propose a machine suitable for sweeping both
inside the plant and the outside areas.

Locators recommended a Dulevo 120DK diesel powered machine
equipped with a Gore filter system which is unique to the Dulevo
machines. The GORE coating provides superior filtration and is
extremely efficient removing dust during the cleaning process. 
The filters can be cleaned and have a 5 year warranty which
reduces the high consumable costs associated with other 
cleaning equipment.

Locators is an authorised distributor for DULEVO industrial
cleaning machines. DULEVO manufacture all types of cleaning
machines for all floors in all types of industry. Locators have a 
fleet of machines for demonstration and trial which ensure we offer
you the correct machine for your business. Our comprehensive
parts and consumables stock and our team of factory trained
mobile engineers allow us to provide a comprehensive after sales
service to support all equipment we supply.


